Modern online discussion communities allow people to contribute, sometimes anonymously. Such flexibility sometimes threatens the reputation and reliability of community-owned resources. Such flexibility is understandable, however, they engender threats to the reputation and reliability in collective goods. Since not a lot of previous work addressed these issues it is important to study the aforementioned issues to build an innate understanding of recent ongoing vandalism of Wikipedia pages and ways to preventing those.
INTRODUCTION
Web-based communities offer attractive problems to study the nature and dynamics of such collaborative systems. They provide the opportunity of empirically studying multiple aspects of user behaviour at a large-scale through the extraction of online datasets via dedicated tools, such as application programming interfaces. The most widely active collaborative platforms (i.e., Wikipedia, Reddit or Twitter) can be taken as an example of an online discussion community, where users of such platforms can freely participate in discussion and content production, establish links to other members and create and maintain affiliations to the variety of communities Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). CERI'18, June 25-27 , Zaragoza, Spain © 2018 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-6543-7. . . $15.00 that these platforms support. The growth of data in terms of edits, comments or votes makes the analysis of vandalism behaviour a challenging task. In particular, it requires exhaustive study of massive dataset to unearth the association of different kind of user with type of edits and quality of edits [2] . We want to analyse the edit history [17] of different Wikipedia articles and find out interesting facts that can be extracted from it i.e., types of editors/contributors, recognizing editor characteristics from edits they make [3, 8] , how do articles evolve, community reactions to edits and so forth. Previous work addressed different aspects of Wikipedia issues from editor behavior, influences, personality traits perspectives [2, 10, 15 ] to vandalism detection model [1, 6, 14] . Another study [12] shows how diversity influenced crowd performance under different conditions of task conflict and communication in Wikipedia article production. The idea of sharing knowledge collaboratively became so active, yet anti-social behaviour still exists for a number of reasons including stress or boredom [7] , which affects the total contribution and reliability of the wikipedia (WP). To prevent this, we need to identify what kind of editors are involved in the vandalism category and which types of articles are susceptible to these malicious activities. Thus, we form the following research questions: RQ1: Is there an edit gap between anonymous and registered wikipedians in terms of the number of contributions? RQ2: How anonymous and registered users behave in the community based on categories of an article? RQ3: How contributors are reacting to vandalized edits over time? We seek to understand the vandalism behaviour of the Wikipedians to uncover the social patterns that resulted in such behaviour. This work addressed various challenges for making the study possible. First, the dataset of Wikipedia dump is of titanic scale. The English wiki dump produces terabytes of edit history which was cumbersome to handle. Second, the results of analysis are often contradicting and it is difficult to determine a comprehensive metric for the study. Third, due to the nature and size of data the presence of bias in study is difficult to monitor. The main contributions of this study is as follows:
• Identify vandals and the reliability of their contribution.
• Evaluate community reaction in terms of reversion made over edits.
• Study the editorial behaviour of anonymous and registered in Wikipedia.
The remainder of this paper describes these contributions in detail. To answer each research question, we describe how the data was collected from Wikipedia then report the evaluation of results before we finalize our conclusive remarks.
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The definition of vandalism would include multiple aspects from psychological point of view. Harriet et. al [4] defines vandalism as voluntary degradation that qualify behaviour and classify conditions when damages are intentionally targeted to an object. In collaborative web communities, vandalism behaviour refers to an edit that is offensive, deceptive and destructive in altering a content. In Wikipedia, contributors assess the vandalised edit to see if it was made in a good or bad faith manner before reverting an edit [11] . A good-faith revert in this case is when contributors edit to represent an opinion and is not malicious. The purpose of this study is to identify anonymous user behavioural patterns in Wikipedia edits and corresponding community feedback. Wikipedia is the best online encyclopedia available which is free and open to edit for all. It is relatively simple to make an edit on an existing article. Registered users as well as anonymous users can modify any article any time using their IP address. Wikipedia stores all the edit history and the entire snapshot of the article is saved. Each article has a talk page and discussion page. People can talk and discuss before and after making an edit. Every registered editor has his own page where he can update his personal information and interest. Every user page also associate with a talk page which reflects the topics he is interested in. Using distance metric between two consecutive versions of articles, we can analyse how much change is made, the type of edits and type of editors. Further analysis might reveal the characteristics of the editors, which can be used to take preventive measures against foul edits/vandalism. It is significant to address the vandalism behaviour problem in the context of user role and the community feedback.
Understanding anonymous user behaviour
In order to better understand the behaviour of anonymous users, it is important to analyse the percentage of articles when they contribute. Later we focused on several questions and will try to answer them such as:
• How do anonymous users contribute? For example, if they prefer to stay on topic or they stray. So we need to compare the similarity between the current and previous edits made by anonymous users. We also have to measure the type of edits that they are making, for example, when they contain negative emotions/words. • How do they gather popularity? For example, if they are contributing to a controversial topic and making further controversial edits, how community is reacting to that in talks or discussion pages. What is the number of threads in the relevant discussions initiated by the anonymous users? • How anonymous users react to community reaction? We seek to know whether anonymous users remain silent or attempt to make further edits and what is the consequence.
Measuring community reaction
Community feedback is the key factor of this study. We aim to see whether the community is particularly harsh, flexible or lenient towards anonymous users. To measure this, we can count the number or percentage of times when their edits were reverted. It might turn out that these edits are more reliable and are less likely to be 
The retention rate [3] is to determine the number of retained characters in an article for each user, divided by the total number of characters in each edited article by a user. It might be the case such edits can be reliable. Yet if not, then it can act as a precursor to preventing foul edits and vandalism. Since this study is preliminary, we attempt to provide a comprehensive overview of what most editors do in WP. In particular, explore editorial behaviour between anonymous and registered users in terms of edit activity, category of an article and community reaction.
RESULTS
This section is devoted to the findings of the analysis performed on the used dataset. The results are depicted using graphs. The analysis can be grouped according to different datasets and corresponding research questions. Following subsections, we attempt to elucidate the results.
Edit activity (RQ1)
We analyse the edit activity based on type of user who is targeting specific articles and compare the results with the data of most vandalized pages in Wikipedia. The result is depicted in Figure 1 describes the edit gap between registered and anonymous contributors. In particularly, anonymous editors tend to perform minor edits than registered editors and they do less in major edits. There could be variety of reasons that allow this phenomenon to occur including self-confidence, fear of revenge or other social reactions. For example, message boards established outside online communities, but for users of such community to vent their opinions on the user, have sometimes been used in ways that at least the communities themselves were not supportive about it [13] , or for privacy and security related concerns [5, 9] . 
Category of article (RQ2)
Vandalisms are often caused by lack of knowledge, attention seeking attitude, personal grudge and so on. It is important to understand not every malicious act is considered as vandalism. For example, abuse of tags, illegitimate page creation, spam external linking, trolling etc. are considered few of different types of vandalisms. The vandalism study was performed on the dataset for randomly selected articles. On an average, ∼ 90% of times the vandalism is caused by anonymous users. However, study on user pages yielded interesting result. Out of 10 randomly generated user page, the ratio (% of vandalism done by registered to anonymous) returned was 47:53. This might be indicative of the fact that, anonymous user tend to target main article pages while registered users are main culprit for vandalisms in user pages. The majority of the articles targeted by registered or anonymous users are related to Politics (29.4%), followed by Culture (26.4%), Music (23.5%) , Animals (11.7%) and History (8.8%). Intuitively the targeted articles for unregistered users tend to be controversial topics. The analysis on Dataset B yielded similar results of Dataset A: out of 156 commented vandalisms, 124 were done by IP users consistent with the previous finding. The reasons why these pages are being vandalized are sometimes obvious, such as political reasons, religious reasons, substantial reasons, personal belief reasons, and reasons regarding immature editing on pages describing subjects such as articles pertaining to excretion, profanity, and sex, and commonly visible pages such as Wikipedia-related pages. If receives high volume of revert edits, then the page will most likely be listed at Wikipedia Proctored pages either full or semi-protection.
Community reaction (RQ3)
The community reaction is marked by the percentage of posts by anonymous users getting reverted. If i < j < k in chronological order of revisions and i = k; then article j is a revert. To study the community reaction, 150 randomly chosen articles were sampled and the findings are depicted in Figure 2 . The result of Dataset A is Figure 2 : Community reaction between registered and anonymous users in three stages, normal is not vandalized edit, before is when a user reverting an edit, after is when an edit was reverted evident that both type of users are mainly doing normal edits during their lifetime. Registered users are making more reverts (caused by vandalism) than anonymous users and anonymous users edits are more likely to get reverted. Another important measure of community reaction is the average time elapsed before the vandalized article gets reverted. Out of these 150 sampled articles, 32 were found to be vandalized. About 25% of them were corrected in less than 90 seconds. The mean response time was about 5 minutes. The results are depicted in Figure 3 . A study on Wikipedia showed about 80% of vandalism are done by unregistered users [16] . However, 81.9% of edits by unregistered users were not vandalism. It is a common misconception that all IP users are disruptive and hence their additions are routinely reverted introducing a community bias.
DISCUSSION
The results of this work are fairly pre-conclusive. Registered users, as expected, account for most edits while anonymous users cause most vandalism. We observed that not all anonymous users are vandals though. Another important finding was the reliability of edits made by these users. It varied gradually over a period of time and proved that anonymous users with less number of edits are in fact more reliable than registered users. This could attribute to the fact that such unregistered users are experts on specific fields and do not bother about reputation in such community. The preliminary results showed that the community does not tolerate these misdeeds; they get reverted eventually in quick succession. Wikipedia has a counter-vandalism unit (CVU) responsible for detecting and correcting vandalism. However, the vast size of the dataset of Wikipedia requires efficient algorithm for faster detection of such anomalies. One possible solution could be predicting vandals early and keep every page semi-protected so that not every edit is reflected before scrutinized by a bot reviewer. The feasibility of such implementation requires more rigorous data mining, which is our for future work. The restrictions on dataset might introduce bias in the study. The selection of random articles was made under the assumption that the randomness of drawing the sample is purely random without any guarantee. There was no statistical test performed to test the hypotheses and approximate a confidence level.
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
The open nature of such online discussion community has given it the utmost popularity in terms of community contribution. In this study, we aim to make Wikipedia a better place for Wikipedians by understanding how different types of users behave and how the community is reacting to such behaviour of vandalism. In this study it was evident that not necessarily all the time unregistered users mostly cause the vandalisms, and the community is particularly harsh in maintaining the content quality. This study can be a first step to solving existing issues with vandalism and ways to addressing them. This study engendered a lot of new horizon yet to be explored; few of these include:
• Why some articles are more prone to vandalism? What is the motivation behind such malice? • Evolution of vandals over time. How is their activity throughout the day?
• Is it fruitful to block IP users from making further edits?
• Classifying the vandals to detect the vandalism ahead of time.
• Demographics of vandals and proportion of vandals using dynamic IP making them hard to catch
